
Fragments And Run-ons

Fragments and Run-ons: Below, you’ll find tweets from a variety of celebrities

including Taylor Swift, Stephen Colbert, Danny Pudi (Abed on Community), Jesse Tyler

Ferguson, Ryan Lochte, Michael Phelps, Neil Patrick Harris, and Rob Lowe.  Each tweet

contains a fragment and/or run-on sentence. Use what you’ve learned to fix these tweets.Lady Gaga: The Olympics is the best ever.  but I went through a whole pack oftissues last night. Watching hard working athletes achieve their dreams.
Taylor Swift: The most magical night at Dianna Agron’s circus themed birthdayparty!
Stephen Colbert: I love breakfast so much, I won’t tell anyone the combination to mywaffle safe.  I have it hidden behind a painting of a pancake.
Stephen Colbert: We have so much free ice cream piling up in the studio these days,I’ve ordered my staff to seek out devastating heartbreaks.
Danny Pudi: Two kind strangers brought me rhubarb pie yesterday.  It wasdynamite.  No longer prejudging the rhubarb plant.
Jesse Tyler Ferguson: In 24 hours I will have made my Hollywood Bowl debut andhonestly, I could not be more excited.
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Ryan Lochte: With the family today having a great day
Michael Phelps: Just got a pretty cool phone call on the way to the pool from Mr.President Barack Obama
Michael Phelps: Step one of the trip done.  Wish the next plane was chartered too.
Neil Patrick Harris: Spending time with the Burtka family in Michigan.  I love thispart of the country.  Great people, beautiful weather.  Loving life.
Neil Patrick Harris: Looking forward to the new Big Brother tonight.  But if therearen’t any super hot people that are also cool, I’m out!
Neil Patrick Harris:!Night.  It’s late in Paris and I must sleep now.
Rob Lowe: It’s one hundred and ten on set and I am pocket tweeting.  Apologies toall. #HeatStroke
Rob Lowe: Just landed.  Ready to attack some Parisian cuisine.  There will be NOausterity!
Rob Lowe: My family keeps telling me dinner is ready.  I sit down and it’s not.#HungerGames
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